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From the Introduction....

"Those responsible for St. Mary's

Memorial Hospital had high ideals. An

early operational handbook spelled out

that while it was to be a Roman Catholic

institution, it was in every way designed as

a community hospital 'open to all, rich or

poor, irrespective of race, creed or financial

condition.' AII patients were to be treated

equally, regardless of status or income.

The hospital 's code of ethics was later

enunciated by Surgeon-in-Chief

Dr. Donald Hingston: 'The ideal of

friendship and fairness among the

members of the staff; the ideal of unfailing

courtesy and respect towards the nursing

sisters and patients, the ambition that the

members of the staff will be looked up

to scientifically and professionally, and

that frnancial success will always be held

secondary to professional success."'
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For 90 years St. Mary's Hospital Center has been one of Montreal's finest.

The hospital was the vision of a determined nun, Helen Morrissey, and a young

surgeon, Dr. Donald Hingston. Irish philanthropists and doctors with names such

as Shaughnessy, McKenna, O'Brien and Timmins bankrolled the institution in

its early days. The Grey Nuns and then the Sisters of Providence ran its top-

notch nursing school for almost 50 years.

At th.e Heart of St. Mary's is much more than an illustrated history of the

hospital's survival. It is filled with startling stories of disappointment,

perseverance, pow€r struggles, political infighting, and extraordinary resilience.

Everyone who has worked at St. Mary's, been born there, or been a patient,

has a story to tell about the hospital. Those who believe in the place believe

in it devoutly.

St. Mary's remains a manageable institution where patients are treated as

individuals and not numbers. It serves a culturally diverse community that,

apart from English and French, comprises over 50 different languages. A McGill

University affiliated teaching hospital, St. Mary's is no longer a faith based

institution, although the spirit of its founders lives on.

Montreal's St. Mary's Hospital Center; 1935.
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